Detect fraudulent IDs in seconds

Consistently flag suspicious items on IDs that may be invisible to the naked eye

Access robust global coverage of over 4,000 ID templates globally, including all US Driver’s Licenses

Leverage the proven coverage of our patented and comprehensive ID Library

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION
- Uses images and patterns to identify ID type and issuer

TEXT BASED TESTS
- MRZ Tests – check digits and field formats
- Cross Matching
- OCR, Barcode, Magnetic Stripe and RFID
- Date Checking – Birthdate, Expiration and Issue Date

IMAGE BASED TESTS
- Color/Grayscale response – color tests
- Physical Relationships between card elements
- Pattern Matching/Microprint
- Presence/Absence (for all light sources)
- Security Feature Verification (holograms/patterns)

Streamline authentication and biographic data extraction

Capture an image of the ID document and an optional selfie with a mobile camera.

The image is securely sent to a hosted document authentication service for validation or immediately authenticated on a PC.

Optical character recognition (OCR) and barcode decryption extract the biographic data quickly and accurately.

Extracted data can be used to prepopulate forms and automate workflows and match selfie.

Detect fraudulent IDs in seconds

Benefit from more than 50 different tests that can be performed on any given identity document, specific to its type and characteristics

Access robust global coverage of over 4,000 ID templates globally, including all US Driver’s Licenses

Leverage the proven coverage of our patented and comprehensive ID Library

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION
- Uses images and patterns to identify ID type and issuer

TEXT BASED TESTS
- MRZ Tests – check digits and field formats
- Cross Matching
- OCR, Barcode, Magnetic Stripe and RFID
- Date Checking – Birthdate, Expiration and Issue Date

IMAGE BASED TESTS
- Color/Grayscale response – color tests
- Physical Relationships between card elements
- Pattern Matching/Microprint
- Presence/Absence (for all light sources)
- Security Feature Verification (holograms/patterns)

Reduce customer friction while staying focused on protecting your business with LexisNexis® LexisNexis® Risk Solutions.

For more information, call 800.957.7094 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/products/trueid